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1. Introduction. Let X be a subset of Cn+t

such that #X-> n + 1. It is said that X is in
general position if any n + 1 elements of X are

linearly independent. From now on throughout
the paper we suppose that X is in general posi-
tion. Put
X(0) {a (al,..., an, an+ l) X a,+ 0}

and v-- #X(0).
It is easily seen that 0 <--v <--n. We introduce
the following notion to refine the fundamental
inequality of H. Caftan for holomorphic curves

([11).
Definition 1. We say that

(i) X is maximal (in the sense of general position)
if and only if for any Y in general position such
thatX Y C"+ X- Y.
(ii) X is u-maximal if X is maximal and
# x(o) .

The purpose of this paper is to give an ex-

ample of u-maximal subset of Cn+l
for any

_< v <_ n). Applications to the value distribution
theory of holomorphic curves ([2], [3]) will appear
elsewhere.

2. Lemma. We use the following notation.

(a) The difference product of x1, xn

An A (X Xn) II (X Xj)
li<jn

n-1 n-2
X X Xl 1

n-1 n-2
X Xn X 1

(b) The elementary symmetric polynomials in

a,o ao(xl,...,Xn) 1,
a, a(x,...,x,) x + + x,,
(7n2 (72(Xl, Xn XlX2 2f_ XlX3 + -- Xn_lXn,

ann-1- an-l(Xl, ,Xn) Xl Xn-1
+ xl"’" x,,_2x,, + + x2 x.,

ann (7n (Xx, Xn) Xl Xn,

ann+l (7n+l(Xl," Xn) O.
(c) We put

fnj(t) ai(1, t,..., tn-l) (j- 0,1,..., n + 1).
These fni are polynomials, which are not

identically equal to zero except fnn+l.
Lemma 1. For j= 1,...,n,
(7j (Xl,- Xn) (7j (Xl, Xn-- 1)

+ (7i_ (XI, Xn- 1) Xn.

This is easily seen from the definition of the
elementary symmetric polynomials.

Lemma 2.
Of10 Ofn Ofn+
n n-1

X X X 1
(1)

i=1

i=1

The first equality is well-known and we can

prove the second one by Lemma 1.
Let el,...,en+l be the standard basis of

Cn+l.
Lemma 3. For any vector (c1, crn,

Cn+ 1) of Cn+l
which is not equal to O, ce1, or

/en+l, there exist complex numbers al,... ,an
different from each other for which the vectors

(01’ n, n+l (a’, a,, 1),
n(a,,... ,a,, 1)

are linearly dependent, where cr and /3 are any
complex numbers.

_Proof We have only to find x a(d" 1,
n) different from each other for which the

determinant (1) reduces to zero.

(a) The case when at least two of ax,...,
are different from zero.

tk-Put x ix (k 2, n) and substi-
tute them into (1). Then

(7j (Xl,. ,Xn) X/nj(t) (j 1,..., n)
and the right-hand side of (1) divided by An is

equal to

(2) Ol crf (t)x +
+ (-- 1)n-lcrnfn_l(t)x-i + (-- 1)nCrn+iAn(t)x.

Let t- to( 4: 0) be any number for which


